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PREMIUM FOR ALL
Each component of SAVOY is thoughtfully designed to inspire your 
vision and adapt to the current and future workplace. Discover an 
elevated level of sophistication and functionality.  
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EMBRACE
FUNCTION
AND STYLE
SAVOY individual shroud bases 
enclose the lower leg of the height 
adjustable base, offering a minimalist, 
open and light aesthetic. Optional 
modesty panels allow for a thoughtful 
design. Concealed height adjustable 
legs in both two-leg and three-leg 
configurations provide maximum 
functionality and style.
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SEAMLESS STORAGE
SOLUTIONS
Enhance your workspace by seamlessly incorporating a diverse range of storage solutions. From 
pedestals and bookcases featuring integrated height adjustability to sleek wall-mounted floating 
shelves, maximize storage versatility for optimal organization and functionality.
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EXECUTIVE
ELEGANCE
Elevate your workspace with SAVOY’s dual 
shroud desking solutions. Featuring fully 
concealed height adjustable stations, the 
dual shroud is the perfect solution for a 
premium and sophisticated workspace.
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ARTFULLY INTEGRATED WIRE 
MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE
Embrace elegantly concealed functionality in design. Keep your work essentials within easy 

reach with SAVOY’s pull-out box drawer, strategically positioned for effortless access and 

convenience. Seamlessly conceal wires via the integrated removable door located on the 

underside of the A-leg, ensuring streamlined connectivity without sacrificing aesthetics.
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BEAUTIFULLY 
CRAFTED 
MEETING 
SPACES

SAVOY enhances meeting spaces through 
its extensive offering of wall panels featuring 
floating shelves and a layered TV wall panel 
with concealed wire management. Pair with 
a variety of conference table solutions from 
OFGO STUDIO and take your meetings to 
extraordinary heights.
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DUAL SHROUD WORKSTATIONS

DUAL SHROUD EXECUTIVE

INDIVIDUAL SHROUD

A-LEG

SEAMLESS STORAGE SOLUTIONS

INVISA edge

A clean edge finish with 
premium characteristics. 
INVISA edge utilizes a high 
performance adhesive that 
creates a much stronger 
bond. This leads to heat 
and moisture resistance 
properties, alongside solvent, 
tamper, and water resistance.

SURFACE+

Non-porous laminates 
which are inhospitable for 
microorganisms to grow and 
live. Tested by a third-party 
laboratory according to ISO 
22196:2011 standards. Standard 
with many of our laminates.

ECO+

Through recycling of post 
consumer wood materials 
and post industrial wood 
residues, ECO+ laminates use 
100% recycled wood and help 
contribute to the recycling of over 
244,000 tons of post-consumer 
wood fibre annually. Standard 
with many of our laminates.

P R E M I U M  F O R  A L L



1-800.374.3375
www.ofgo.com

All desking products represented within this brochure are manufactured by 
DSI Industries Inc., which is an independent member of the OFGO group 
of companies. 

This brochure is printed on FSC® certified paper and contains a minimum 
of 30% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC is a global benchmark for  
responsible forest  management. Version #04-10-24-A

All seating products represented within this brochure are manufactured by 
Design Source International Inc., which is an independent member of the 
OFGO group of companies. 

Print color may vary from actual laminate and fabric color. Use actual  
laminate or fabric sample for accurate reference. 
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